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Log Line

You never know what secrets your family may be hiding.

Brief Synopsis

A widow lives a solitary life in a decaying old house, estranged from her children,
while harboring a dangerous secret in the basement.

Full Synopsis
Claire lives alone in a rundown house, estranged from her own children, following
a break in that resulted in the murder of her husband. Claire, in the heat of the
action, grabbed what she could, and knocked the intruder out.
For weeks, she has held him captive in her basement, unsure of what to do next.
Everyday she feeds and cleans up after him, all while struggling between retribution
and letting go (a theme throughout).
One day, Claire’s daughter Susan, drops in with a surprise visit. Worried that her
mother will suffer the same fate as her father, Susan drops a bomb on Claire — the
family has decided to sell the house, on top of that, and an inspector will arrive
tomorrow.
Claire, overcome with emotion and shock, must now decide what to do with the
man in the basement. Should she let him go? Should she tell the police about him
even though it's too late? Or, should she…kill him?
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Directors Statement/Production Notes
After shooting my last short Coyote, I wanted to make a lm that was a little more
personal. I wanted to tell a simple story with themes that we all can connect with.
Bound tells the story of a widow who’s sad and alone. She even lives in a decaying
house that metaphorically mirrors her inner feelings: a person who is struggling so
hard, she is decaying from the inside out.
Shooting a lm in Los Angeles always has its road bumps, but the year of 2020 was
an exceptionally tough year to be a lmmaker. With COVID sweeping the nation,
lockdowns in place and productions halting, it was a miracle we were able to get
this project off the ground. A supervisor was on set to ensure all precautions and
protocols were taken. We made sure the set was sterile, cast and crew wore masks at
all times unless they were on camera acting. Temperatures were taken, and distance
was maintained at all times when possible.
With a kick ass crew, a skilled cinematographer, and talented cast, we were able to
shoot this in two days with time to spare. I was lucky enough to have people who
knew what I wanted, and went to extreme measures to make it happen.
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I am very happy with the nal product and couldn’t be more excited to release it to
the public. In a time when people are in lockdown and encouraged to stay indoors,
I feel this story has come at an opportune time, the themes of loneliness and
con nement ring true in more ways than we would like to admit. Bound shows us
what can happen when people are pushed to their extremes.

The Crew
Mark Grabianowski
Director/Writer/Producer
Owner at Marked House Pictures LLC
Mark moved to Los Angeles in the summer of 2005 to nish lm school. Since
graduating, Mark established Marked House Pictures LLC. He has Produced
and Directed numerous lms that have played in festivals and taken home
awards. His recent lms Coyote and Messiah are both featured on Amazon.
Just released, Bound, will be Mark’s most personal lm to date.
Cole Wellendorf
Co-Producer, 1ST AD
Cole graduated with a Bachelors in Filmmaking then joined the US Army. Cole
has amassed an excellent set of organizational skills and project management
talents. With a budget and script in hand he knows how to take a project from
nothing into a fully nished product.

Nicolas Repetto
Composer
Argentine-born composer and violinist, Nicolas Repetto, enjoys an active
career in the Los Angeles lm music community. Nicolas fuses ideas using
orchestral and exotic instruments, creative processing, and electronic
techniques to create edgy, dramatic, and, most importantly, memorable music
for all his clients. Nicolas composed music for Debris (Escombros) for director
Mary-Lyn Chambers which screened at the 2016 Festival de Cannes as part of
the Emerging Filmmaker Showcase.
Dana Shihadah
Director of Photography
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Dana Shihadah is a lmmaker and cinematographer based in Los Angeles
whose work includes documentaries, narrative lms, music videos, and
advertisements. Her work has been featured on Amazon, Net ix, and PBS.
Born in the American Midwest and raised in the Middle East, Dana is no
stranger to diverse stories and environments, giving her a natural attitude of
exibility, empathy, and con dence on every project. Dana’s unconventional
upbringing has shaped her distinctive style of lmmaking: graceful, attentive,
and courageously human.
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The Cast

SHEILA DIONNE
“Claire”
Sheila is very excited to be making her indie debut in BOUND. She
has ful lled her lifelong dream to be an actress and a waitress in New
York City, doing off Broadway and classical repertory theater. Since
moving to Los Angeles, she has appeared in numerous television
shows including ER, 7th Heaven and Sunset Beach. Sheila would like

ALICIA BLASINGAM
“Susan
Alicia performed onstage in NYC and San Francisco before switching
gears to explore lm and television. Since moving to Los Angeles she has
acted in over 30 lms, several webseries, and even a virtual “play”. She
recently placed in the top 10 of “The World Monologue Games”, a
competition spanning several months and involving thousands of actors
across the globe. John Rosenfeld, Diana Castle, and Faline England have
all been instrumental guides to her work, instilling in her the belief that
empathy is at the heart of storytelling. As humans we have a shared,
subconscious heartbeat that connects us; stories allow us a glimpse into
this intimate space.
GARRETT BOTT
“Man”
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Originally from Tennessee, he’s been working in the arts for the last
several years. Past screen credits include: The Desert Project, Wrapped,
and Destinova. In addition to being an actor, Garrett also teaches theatre
and writing in prison institutions across Southern California.
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Stills
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Click picture below to view trailer:

Technical Info:
Title: “Bound”
Runtime: 12:10
Format: Digital
Aspect Ratio: 4096 x 2160 (4K)
Camera Used: RED Epic
Company: Marked House Pictures, LLC
THIS FILM IS NOT RATED

